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Council Plan Commitment 29 Review the outcome
of the wheelie-bin collection trial, protecting weekly
residual waste collections, increasing recycling and
reducing waste being sent to landfill.
All wards

On the 23 March 2021, the Cabinet member for Public Realm will take a Delegated
Decision on the future Waste Collection System.
This meeting provides an opportunity to carry out pre-decision scrutiny on the findings
of the waste collection pilot and the results of the boroughwide waste consultation.
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1. Background
1.1 A motion was put forward to Full Council on 17 July 2019, which was referred to
Cabinet on 3 September 2019, to explore pilot schemes for waste collection to
replace the use of plastic sacks. This included the use of wheeled bins and other
waste management solutions that could address the different challenges faced by
different estates (84% of councils in England have a wheeled bin-based waste
collection service).
1.2 A waste collection pilot commenced on 26 October 2020 to c. 3,000 properties and
will continue pending the Delegated Decision on 23 March 2021 regarding the
future collection. A boroughwide waste consultation has been undertaken for 12
weeks from 1 November to 24 January 2021. This included questions on wheeled
bins, improving the quality or recycling and increasing recycling and preferred
future communications methods.
1.3 The current waste collection system includes black sacks (provided by the
residents) for waste that cannot be recycled (residual waste); clear bags for
recycling (60 bags provided annually allowing tops ups by an online service); a 45L
blue box for glass; and a green 140 litre bin for food and garden waste. There are
variations with flats, communal and special kerbside properties
1.4 Milton Keynes currently has a higher residual waste volume per person (460kg per
person per year with England Local Authorities averaging 410kg). The current
collection system in sacks means that there is the potential for commercial waste
leaks into the household waste stream undetected. The current recycling rate is
59.1% which is ranked first out of councils who provide a weekly collection service
and 14th out of 364 local authorities. However, the contamination rate in the
recycling sacks is above 20% and it is a priority for the council to improve quality
of recycling inputs.
1.5 In advance of the Waste Collection Pilot a cross-party working group, chaired by
the Cabinet Member for Public Realm, considered options for the future collection
system. Details of the pilot are included within Annex A (Waste Collection System).
1.6 The introduction of two recycling wheeled bins was chosen to allow additional
volume for recycling and improve quality. Paper is particularly prone to
contamination from glass (especially when it shatters) and oily and greasy food
containers. The improvement of the quality of paper will assist the Council’s efforts
for recyclates to be recycled within the UK. This links with the outcome from the
Strategic Placemaking Scrutiny Committee in October 2019 (MKC Recycling
Management Audit) to ensure that waste from Milton Keynes was dealt with as
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close to source as possible. In order to achieve this access to UK markets, then the
quality of the recyclates would need to be improved.
1.7 The Council is aware that having sufficient volume to contain waste and recycling
is important to residents. The pilot collection system has been designed to allow
sufficient capacity for refuse and recycling to be put out by residents in MK whilst
enabling the benefits of containerisation to keep the materials dry and separately
collected where best to do so. Feedback was sought during the trial on the
question of volume (see Annex B Waste Collection Pilot Satisfaction Findings).
1.8 A survey to determine the suitability of residential properties to accept wheeled
bins was completed in January 2020. Where properties where determined to not
be able to accept four wheeled bins, an alternative to collection system was
offered using 45L boxes.
1.9 Annex B Waste Collection Pilot Satisfaction Findings provides a summary of
residents’ feedback on the pilot. This includes feedback from two surveys,
correspondence by emails and telephone and also door stepping.
1.10 Annex D Waste Consultation Summary provides feedback from questions relating
to the future collection system.
1.11 Annex C Waste Collection Pilot Monitoring provides operational feedback.

2. Implications of the decision
a) Legal implications
The Council has a duty, under section 45(1)(a) of the Environment Protection
Act 1990, to arrange for collection of household waste from premises.
Under section 46 of the EPA 1990, the Council may by notice require occupiers
to place the waste in receptacles of a kind and number specified.
Section 89 of the EPA 1990 makes MKC responsible for keeping the land within
our control clear of litter and refuse and our highways clean as far as is
practicable.

b) Other implications
• Communication: Two questionnaires have been sent to all households on
the pilot (Annex B). A Waste Consultation (Annex C) asked questions about
the waste collection system.
• Human rights, equalities, diversity: An equalities impact assessment was
carried out with the waste collection pilot.
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• Workforce: Additional training was identified for the waste collection
operatives this was delivered by Serco.

List of annexes
Annex A – Waste Collection System
Annex B – Waste Collection Pilot Satisfaction Findings
Annex C – Waste Consultation Summary
Annex D – Waste Collection Pilot Monitoring
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Annex A
Waste Collection System

Current Waste Collection System

The Current Pilot Waste Collection System
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The Current Pilot Waste Collection Special Kerbside System
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Annex B
Waste Collection Pilot – Satisfaction Findings

Introduction
The Waste Collection Pilot started on 26 October 2020 and has been extended to March 23,
2021.The aim of the pilot is for residents to try out the wheeled bins and identify any issues.
It also enables the thorough testing of our equipment and procedures to develop options for
new waste and recycling collection methods before the contract renewal in 2023. 84% of
councils in England already supply their residents with wheeled bins.
We want to ensure MK residents are completely happy with the process. The pilot allows us
to start off with an area that we can monitor, control and evaluate thoroughly. The data sets
include satisfaction surveys with residents in the pilot area.
Background
Driven by Milton Keynes Council’s ambition to become the Greenest City and the
Sustainability Strategy 2019–2050, the Environmental Services Programme is reviewing its
future service provision, which includes waste collection. A motion was put forward to Full
Council on 17 July 2019, which was referred to Cabinet on 3 September 2019, to explore pilot
schemes for waste collection to replace the use of plastic sacks. This included the use of
wheeled bins and other waste management solutions that could address the different
challenges faced by different estates.
A revised collection system is required to be tested before a borough wide roll out, to collect
data, to review the modelling, operational methods and evaluate resident feedback. The pilot
will measure ease of use; recycling rate, contamination, carbon management and resident
satisfaction.
Methodology
The Covid19 Pandemic has had a direct impact on the approach to engagement. Traditionally
a range of options would have been implemented which also included more face to face
interactions at public events, physical attendance at meetings and more door knocking in the
pilot area. Following government guidance to stay home and minimise contact, this type of
engagement has been very limited. Other approaches had to be adopted to ensure that
residents knew how to share their views and feedback to the Waste Team. This has been
supported by a digital approach.
Methods of communication and engagement;
• Letter direct to all residents in pilot area in advance of start of pilot September 2020
• Information leaflet delivered with bins/boxes October 2020
• Website including banners, dedicated page, FAQs, review/refresh
• E-alerts
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media
Video and audio clip
Dedicated inbox
Requests for change of bins/boxes after 4 weeks of pilot in place
Satisfaction survey hardcopy post card 1 Nov/Dec 2020 and online version
Satisfaction survey hard copy post card 2 early Jan 2021 and online version
Regular site visits to New Bradwell starting 26 October 2020 with some resident
interactions.
Gainsborough Close residents’ letter and doorstep resident interactions w/c 16
November 2020.

Enquiries;
Timeframe

Number of enquiries

Themes

September – October 2020

175

Residents worried about number
of bins, capacity issues, storage,
street blight and ability to move
bins

26 October – end of
November 2020 – First
month of residents using
wheeled bin or boxes in
pilot area.

152

We asked residents to work with
us during this four-week period to
get used to the containers they
had been provided with and to
make contact after 4 weeks if there
were still issues.

2 November – 13 November
2020

9

Specific requests after four-week
period ended asking to change
either from bins to boxes, or boxes
to bins.

16 November – 27
November

34

Gainsborough Close and spur roads
changed from boxes to bins
following several enquiries from
residents and councillors.

December 2020 – February
2021

70

Varied; Why are we still taking side
waste?
Small minority of residents with
bins/boxes and disagree with
allocation.
Some concerns about areas where
residents leave their bins/boxes
out on the street rather than
returning to property.
5 requests for larger wheeled bins
to accommodate larger households

After resident letter sent
and before pilot started
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Approach adopted to responding to enquiries
Every effort was made to respond to enquiries within 5 working days. Several standardised
responses were developed that can then be tailored for the specific enquiry. Where
residents had provided a contact telephone number a telephone call would be made direct
to the resident to discuss any issues raised.
Images of Freepost satisfaction survey postcards Satisfaction survey post card 1

Satisfaction response rates by area where additional comments provided for both surveys
(Not all residents included their personal details)
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Bradwell
Grange Farm
Monkston Park
Monkston
Brooklands
Bletchley

The pilot was specifically designed to test wheeled bins and boxes in areas that were known
to be more challenging. New Bradwell is an example of an older Victorian area with terraced
housing and confined space in streets. There has been a mixed range of issues raised covering
street blight, bins too big/too small, weekly collections for all and side waste continues to be
contentious. Some residents believe that it should not be collected, others think it should.
Satisfaction Survey Post Card 1
This was scheduled to go to residents four weeks after they had been using the containers
provided for the pilot. Post cards delivered on 26/27 November 2020 to 2966 properties.
630 responses received. The majority were received via the Freepost address and others
completed online survey option.
Residents were asked which container they have been using?
• Wheeled bins 564
• Boxes 66
Most residents taking part in pilot area have been allocated wheeled bins. Only a small
number of properties (approx. 200) were provided with boxes on the basis that refuse vehicles
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were not able to access their street to collect bins, or they had no suitable storage area for
wheeled bins.
Have you got enough space for your waste?
• 78% (491) Yes
• 22% (139) No
Residents with wheeled bins were more satisfied with capacity than residents who have
boxes. 81% of residents with wheeled ins state that they have enough space for their waste.
This reduces to 42% when residents with boxes where asked.
Figure 1A – Properties with Boxes - Enough Space?
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Figure 1B – Properties with Wheeled Bins - Enough Space?

Are you recycling more?
• 42% (267) Yes
• 46% (289) About the same
• 12% (74) no
‘Makes recycling easier’
Overall, residents with wheeled bins were recycling more than residents with boxes.
Satisfaction and recycling levels were lower for residents using boxes, generally for those who
felt they did not have enough space/capacity for the recycling.
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Figure 2A – Properties with Boxes – Recycling More?

Figure 2B – Properties with Wheeled Bins – Recycling More?

Does your street seem cleaner?
• 56% (351) Yes
• 27% (172) About the same
• 17% (107) No
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Feedback from residents using wheeled bins consistently demonstrated that they thought
streets were cleaner. The response from residents using boxes was more mixed.
Figure 3A – Properties with Boxes – Cleaner Streets?

Figure 3B – Properties with Wheeled Bins – Cleaner Streets?

Overall, how satisfied are you with the new system?
• 86% of responses for residents with wheeled bins were very satisfied, satisfied or
neutral.
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•

82% of responses were very satisfied, satisfied or neutral for both bins and boxes.
Figure 4A – Properties with Boxes – Satisfied?

Figure 4B – Properties with Wheeled Bins – Satisfied?

‘Been waiting for this, great idea, cleaner and easier to use than plastic bags’
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Satisfaction Survey Post Card 2
This was scheduled to enable us to obtain feedback from residents after the Christmas period,
which evidence demonstrates generates higher levels of waste. This year, waste levels across
all of Milton Keynes were higher than the norm for the Christmas period, with a 70% in glass
alone. Most postcards were delivered on the 7/8 January 2021 with some going out to rural
areas later in January.
Postcards delivered to 2966 properties and 579 responses received. The majority were
received via the Freepost address, with remainder completing online survey option.
Residents were asked which container they have been using?
• Wheeled bins 530
• Boxes 49 responses
Did you have enough room to put all your waste and recycling in the correct bins over the
Christmas period?
•
•

61% (355) Yes
39% (224) No

Despite some residents needing to put out extra waste over the Christmas period, 61% still
felt they had enough capacity for their waste. Residents using wheeled bins were more
satisfied.
Figure 5A – Properties with Boxes - Enough Space Over Christmas?
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Figure 5B – Properties with Wheeled Bins - Enough Space Over Christmas?

Did you have to put out extra bags?
•
•
•
•

27% (154) Recycling
13% (74) Both recycling and rubbish
5% (32) Rubbish
55% (319) No
Figure 6 – Did you have to put out Extra Sacks?
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Does your street seem cleaner?
• 60% (348) Yes
• 24% (138) About the same
• 16% (93) No
Figure 7 – Does Your Street Seem Cleaner?

‘This is an excellent scheme. Please keep it in place once the pilot has finished. The streets are
so much cleaner. The bins are easy to use.’
Overall, how satisfied are you with the new system?
85% of responses for residents with wheeled bins were very satisfied, satisfied or neutral.
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Figure 8 – Satisfaction with waste Collection Pilot?

‘Love my wheelie bins. So easy to use and no mess!’
87% of responses were very satisfied, satisfied or neutral for both bins and boxes.
Key themes from comments drawn from satisfaction surveys;
• Moving wheeled bins - Concerns about moving containers for people with mobility
Issues – Once residents started to use the wheeled bins, these concerns largely fell
away. Evidence does demonstrate that moving wheeled bins is easier for most people
than moving sacks.
• Storage – There were some concerns from residents about using boxes in the home
and space to store them. There has been concern from residents in areas where garden
space is limited about the space that the wheeled bins take up.
• Street scene – Mixed feedback. Residents are concerned that wheeled bins being left
on the pavement is unsightly and aesthetically unpleasing. For others, there are safety
concerns about bins possibly blocking pavements and making it difficult for people
with mobility issues, scooters and pushchairs.
• Recycling – Many residents are recycling correctly, but people are noticing more now
where other residents are not and would like to see support, education and action
taken.
Satisfaction data/interviews have taken place with the refuse and recycling collection crew.
This will be incorporated into the operational data sets.
Conclusion
Engagement rates with residents, parish and town councils and ward councillors within the
pilot area remain high. There has been significant interest in the pilot. Before the pilot started,
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there was a lot of concern from some residents about the change. Once the pilot was
implemented, residents did adapt very quickly, particularly to the alternate weekly
arrangement for the collection of recycling.
Overall, satisfaction rates are high for the majority of residents using wheeled bins within the
pilot area, remaining constant at over 80%. The response to the use of boxes has been more
mixed and further work is required to understand other options.
From responses received, 42% of residents are recycling more, as was part of the intent behind
the pilot.
On average, 60% of respondents feel that the streets have become cleaner using bins, with
less sacks and spillage on the streets.
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Annex C
Waste Consultation Summary
Introduction
Milton Keynes Council undertook a formal borough wide consultation for twelve weeks from
Monday 2 November 2020 until Sunday 24 January 2021. We consulted with residents and
other stakeholders on the future waste collection system from 2023, with a focus on ensuring
that we have the right approach for Milton Keynes to improve waste collection.
The consultation provided the opportunity for residents and stakeholders to share views on
the proposed future waste collection service.
Milton Keynes aspires to become a greener city. Currently about 20% of the recycling we
receive contains the wrong items. Our focus is on improving the waste collection system,
keeping our streets cleaner by reducing the amount of rubbish spillage from sacks,
increasing recycling rates with residents by making it easier to separate out recycling
materials and reducing the number of injuries residents and staff experience by moving
waste in sacks.
The consultation covered the following areas;
•
•
•
•

Household waste recycling centre
Recycling
Use of wheeled bins
Information and accessibility

4,484 residents responded to the consultation
6 representations received from 6 parish and town councils. Other parish and town councils
chose to respond on an individual basis.
76% of all respondents are in favour of the use of wheeled bins.
74% of respondents would accept more wheeled bins to improve the quality of recycling.
71% of respondents think that wheeled bins will be easier to use than sacks.
88% of respondents think that there should be more information and education to encourage
to recycle.
Background
The last consultation on waste took place in 2005 and was focussed on waste strategy and a
waste development plan. In 2005, 35% of respondents were in favour of wheeled bins, as
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opposed to the current response rate of 76%. The move towards a separate food and garden
waste service followed in part from the responses received to this consultation.
Undertaking a consultation now ensures that it is meaningful and that decisions on services
are still at a formative stage. Responses to the consultation can be taken into consideration
before making any future decisions are made. The consultation assists MKC to understand
resident priorities for waste services, to understand the preferred options for kerbside
properties and to explore resident views on recycling and improving the quality of recycling.
Consultation documents and information;
Waste and Recycling Consultation https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/consultations/609
Waste and Recycling Consultation Delegated Decision Report file:///H:/Google_Chrome/Waste%20and%20Recycling%20Collection%20Consultation_deleg
ated%20decisions%20paper.pdf
Engagement Methodology
The Covid19 Pandemic has had a direct impact on the approach to engagement. Traditionally
a range of options would have been implemented which also included face to face interactions
at public events, supermarkets, roadshows and physical attendance at meetings. Following
government guidance to stay home and minimise contact, this type of engagement did not
happen. To ensure that information about the consultation was shared more widely, a
proactive contact approach was adopted, and this was supported by a digital approach.
• A cross party Waste Collection Working Group chaired by the Cabinet member for
Public Realm and Housing, Cllr Emily Darlington, which has met regularly since
October 2019.
• The website was updated including a dedicated page for the consultation.
• E-alerts were sent regularly to residents who had signed up to receive updates on
waste and environment. Social media post alerts were scheduled on a regular basis
over the 12-week duration of the pilot.
• Media releases – start of consultation and January 2020
• MKFM radio interviews/video clips Cllr Darlington following the delegated decision to
have a consultation and early in January 2020 to encourage responses before the
consultation closed.
• MKFM paid for adverts from 21 December 2020 until Sunday 24 January 2021. MKFM
poll 8 January 2021 – 24 January 2021.
• Virtual Information sessions for ward councillors, parish and town councils November
2020.
• Direct email with information – all ward councillors, parish and town councils at the
start of the consultation and Councillor News articles.
• Direct email other groups; including resident groups and representative groups.
• Hard copies of consultation promoted and posted out directly on request.
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•
•
•
•
•

Virtual attendance to parish council meetings and Youth Cabinet November 2020
Video and audio clip shared via social media and on webpages.
Posters for use on websites, Facebook and notice boards.
Dedicated inbox with automated responses promoting consultation.
Satisfaction survey postcards to almost 3000 homes within the Waste Collection Pilot
with link to consultation.

Waste and Recycling Collection Consultation (extract of specific questions on wheeled bins
and recycling collections) Questions and responses
Full report findings to be included as annex in delegated decision report for March 23,
2021.
Which Property type do you live in?
Most respondents live in houses.
How many people live in your household?
Most respondents live in 1-2 person households or 3-4 person households only 25
respondents lived in larger households.
Do you think that a container such as a wheeled bin would be helpful to store waste and
recycling?
76% (3428) respondents said yes
20% (890) respondents said no
4% (165) respondents Don’t know
Would you accept more bins to improve quality and increase recycling?
74% (3329) respondents said Yes
23% (1015) respondents said no
3% (138) respondents don’t know
If your property is not suitable for bins at all, please tick which option you would prefer;
boxes or sacks
52% (1475) respondents Boxes
48% (1351) respondents Sacks
If you believe that your property is suitable for fewer than the proposed three new bins and
the green food and garden waste bin, which collection would you like to have in a wheeled
bin?
76% A wheeled bin collected weekly for waste that cannot be recycled
58.5% A wheeled bin for paper and card
63.5% A wheeled bin for plastic, metal and glass
91% A food and garden waste wheeled bin
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How important is recycling to you?
95% of respondents rated recycling as important -very important.
Should the council consider action for those households that persistently refuse to
recycle? Respondents could tick more than one option. Should the Council:
• 88% respondents supported education/communication
• 49% respondents supported the use of fines
• 26% respondents supported no penalty and collecting all waste
• 23% respondents supported no collection of waste
What would encourage you to recycle more? In order;
• Wider range of materials accepted
• More frequent recycling collections
• Other
• Separate food and garden waste collections
Do you think wheeled bins will be easier to use?
71% (3196) respondents Yes
29% (1286) respondents No
If you do think wheeled bins might be harder to use, can you please say why. This
information will be used to help us help you.
There were some concerns raised on the following;
•
•
•

Difficulty in moving bins for people with mobility issues
Bins being too heavy to manoeuvre, particularly in places where space was tight.
Manoeuvring bins in locations where space is tight

As a free text box, respondents used this box to share other feedback ranging from;
•
•
•
•
•

Worries about bins/boxes not being returned to property boundary
Bin blight on streets if bins are not put away after collection
Who will be responsible for cleaning the bin?
Concerns about houses of multiple occupation and flats
Concerns about broken glass and other residents not recycling effectively

Summary and Conclusion
The findings from the formal consultation demonstrate that 76% of residents are in favour of
moving towards using containers such as wheeled bins, with 74% of 4484 respondents willing
to accept more bins to improve quality and increase recycling.
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Should the Council move towards implementing a wheeled bin collection system, the
qualitative responses demonstrate that there is a need for information to be share more
widely to ensure that all residents are aware of Assisted Collections. This is a scheme that
provides support to people who are not physically able to move bins without support.
There is a strong desire from respondents for more education and communications to be
made available to support residents to recycle more effectively.
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Annex D
Waste Collection Pilot Monitoring

1. Background
The Environmental Services Programme (ESP) is reviewing future service provision,
including waste and recycling services, to help the Council in achieving its aspiration
of becoming the ‘greenest city’. As a result of previous options modelling and
assessment work, the Council has identified a potential future collection option,
and since October 2020 has embarked on a waste collection pilot service provided
to 3,000 households which have been issued with 3 x 180L wheeled bins (or 2 x 45L
kerbside boxes when bins are not suitable) as part of a weekly residual and
alternate weekly twin-stream recycling service.

2. Waste Collection Pilot Monitoring
On 17 July 2019 a motion was proposed at Cabinet which stated “That the Council:
in the knowledge of a newly procured contract to deliver a waste collection system
for the Borough from 2023 calls on the Cabinet, having regard to the fact that
discussions must start shortly about the nature of the lorries and equipment to be
used in any tender procurement process, to launch a multi-faceted consultation
involving the public to explore pilot schemes on the use of wheelie bins in place of
plastic sacks and other solutions that understand the different challenges that
different estates face”.
In order to evaluate the efficacy of the Waste Collection Pilot, operational
monitoring has been undertaken with the support of the Waste Collection Pilot
crew and Serco’s operational team.
Milton Keynes Councils recycling partner, Viridor, have undertaken additional
targeted sampling and analysis of the composition of recyclables delivered by the
Waste Collection Pilot recycling round to the Materials Recovery Facility (“MRF”).
Satisfaction monitoring has taken place in the form of resident satisfaction surveys
which are the subject of a separate report.
Recognising the different challenges that different estates face streets in collections
terms, two streets were chosen per collection day to assess operational issues in
greater detail. The following streets were selected:
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Day
Mon

Area
New Bradwell

Street
Permayne

Mon
Tues
Tues
Wed
Wed
Thurs
Thurs
Fri
Fri

New Bradwell
Brooklands
Moulsoe
Monkston
Monkston Park
Lakes
Lakes
Grange Farm
Grange Farm

St James
Collingwood Gardens
Newport Road
Welbeck Close
Farringdon Street
Bala Close & Bala Way
Tarbert Close
Gainsborough Close
Proctor Rise

Comments
Mixture of elderly, assisted
collections, bins and boxes
Terraces on bins
New MK
Rural village
Houses and flats
“Regular”
Courtyard
Lakes Estate closes
Boxes (moved to bins)
Difficult access

The following information has been collated for the pilot round to allow a
comparison against the baseline collection service:
Operational Assessment
Number of accidents /incidents

Quality Assessment
Tonnage of refuse collected

Time/time and motion study

Tonnages of recycling, including glass,
collected
Contamination in incoming recycling
sack materials
Contamination in incoming fibre stream

Miles travelled
Number of logs of exceptions logged
(e.g. contamination, “not out”, blocked
access)

Number of replacement bins boxes lids Contamination in incoming containers
requested
stream
Number of missed collections
Number of assisted collections
Bins out / not out (set out)
Participation monitoring
Side waste placements
Clustering incidents (residents)
Pre-pulling / advancing incidents (Serco)
Lids not fully closed
Reports of bins not returned
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MKC and Serco recognise the importance of the opinions of the Waste Collection
Pilot Crew tasked with delivering the service. A session has been held with the team
to capture their thoughts, concerns and suggestion to how the pilot collection
system could be further improved.

3. Productivity
It is widely accepted that a weekly waste collection in wheeled bins is less
productive than a comparable sack collection. Containment of refuse and recycling
in wheeled bins does lend itself to being more productive when frequency of
collections is reduced e.g. fortnightly collections. Effective containment also
provides service resilience when collections are delayed as per overruns at Xmas or
due to COVID disruptions. During the recent delays to waste collections the pilot
round completed without exception.
Distances travelled to and from the collection point to the disposal point and
between properties can also significantly impact collection productivity. The
average daily distance travelled during the pilot monitoring period was 60miles
with the minimum distance being 24 miles and the maximum being 111 miles on
Tuesday’s predominantly rural route. In addition to miles travelled the distances
travelled by the crew to collect and return 2 bins per property per week affects the
productivity. Thursday’s collections in the pilot area were on the Lakes Estate with
the crew having to work a significant distance between the collection point at
residents’ boundaries to the vehicles and return the bins. Collection efficiency on
Tuesday and Thursday was lowest at 55-75 properties collected per hour this
compares with 150 typically on the OnePass service and 100 properties per hour
on average for the Waste Collection Pilot.
Figure 1 – Waste Collection Pilot Productivity
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Productivity is related to the number of rounds required and therefore the number
of vehicles and crew. This directly links to the service costs including vehicle
operating costs, crew costs (including supervision) and annualised capital cost of
the vehicles. The modelling undertaken by WRAP on behalf of the Authority
confirms that the productivity levels observed during the Waste Collection Pilot are
commensurate with similar wheeled bin services and the assumptions used in the
financial modelling in that approximately 1.5 crews would be required to collect 2
wheeled bins weekly compared with the OnePass system.
Figure 2 – Waste Collection Pilot Productivity – Street Level

The productivity assessment has identified some additional capacity on Mondays
and Thursdays.

4. Set Out and Participation
The set out and participation rates were monitored at a street level during the
waste collection pilot. A “participating” household is one that sets out its recycling
at least once in three consecutive collection opportunities. “Set out” refers to the
percentage of households that put their recycling out for collection on a given
week. A resident may participate in the refuse and recycling collection regime but
only set their bis out every 2 or 3 weeks. A low set out rate e.g. not presenting a bin
weekly, may indicate an excess of capacity/volume due to bin size. Conversely
where there is an excessive amount of side waste (e.g. sacks placed out in addition
to wheeled bins) this could suggest a lack of available capacity for a household.
As the data was not captured by individual property, an assessment of participation
has not been made.
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The Waste Collection Pilot was trialling a weekly residual waste collection in a 180L
grey wheeled in with a split weekly collection of containers in a 180L blue lidded
wheeled bin and paper & cardboard in a 180L red lidded wheeled bin. The data
suggests there was some initial confusion around the correct week to present
recycling and many participants on the trial put all 3 bins out for the initial collection
cycles (as can be seen in Figure 3 by the higher proportion of red and blue bins
present on the same cycle). Compliance has greatly improved over the course of
the trial as residents have become familiar with the split weekly system.
The set out of the weekly reuse container for those on wheeled bins has been
around 0.8-1 bins per week with the exception of St James Street in New Bradwell
which has a set out rate of 0.3-0.4 bins per property. St James Street is also showing
as having a repeated issue with presenting side waste and the barriers to the use
of wheeled bins should be addressed as it may reduce productivity, decrease
recycling and could increase service costs.
Figure 3 – Waste Collection Pilot Set Out – Street Level Grey Bins
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Figure 4 – Waste Collection Pilot Set Out – Street Level Red Lidded Bin

Figure 5 – Waste Collection Pilot Set Out – Street Level Blue Lidded Bin

The participating in the weekly food and garden waste service was monitored at a
street level during the Waste Collection Pilot. The set-out rate at the start of the
trial was 40% (October) and reduced to <20% (early January). The average set out
rate of green bins (140L and 23L combined) over the trail (whilst the service was
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operating) was 29%. The set out rate for garden waste is typically low in the winter
months however it should be noted that the service is a combined food waste
service and we would expect a higher set out rate all year than a standalone garden
waste service.
Figure 6 – Waste Collection Pilot Set Out – Street Level Food and Garden Waste

Sets of larger 240L wheeled bins were available on request after the initial 4-week
term of the trial. Only a handful of requests have been made to date possibly
indicating that the volume (e.g. bin size) provided has been sufficient. An
assessment has been made at a street level of “bin lids left open” and additional
waste presented for collection so called “Side Waste”.
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Figure 7 – Waste Collection Pilot Overfull Bins (Lids Open) – Street Level

The number of bins reported as overfull during the street level monitoring was 5%.
Farringdon Street and Permayne featured on multiple occasions.
Figure 8 – Waste Collection Pilot Not Presenting at Boundary / Fly Tipping Issues
– Street Level
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The presentation of waste at the property boundary is key to effective service
monitoring. The Engagement and Education team will work with residents on
presentation issues identified during the pilot.
Additional waste presented alongside the wheeled bins is termed “Side waste”. A
study by WRAP has found that “the Council’s residual waste yield compares poorly
to authorities with the same rurality, primarily as a result of a service that has no
limitations on the amount of residual waste that can be presented by householders
for collection”. This suggests that reduction of the residual waste yield could be
attainable through service and policy change.
The report by WRAP has demonstrated “a restriction in the capacity available to
households for residual waste results in increased recycling” however it goes on to
state that “a strict policy of no side waste would need to be enforced. Allowing side
waste could pose a risk of reduced recycling performance and increased collection
and disposal costs”.
During the street level monitoring the number of refuse and recycling sacks
presented alongside the wheeled bins was recorded. Presence of side waste
typically demonstrates insufficient capacity, but we should bear in mind that this is
a trial and residents may have just been getting use to a new collection system.
The average number of refuse sack side waste present per property was 0.35 sacks
(equates to about 17L of capacity) and therefore the suggestion is that 180L on a
weekly collection is suffice for most with a little consolidation (next bin size
available is 240L). The average number of recycling sack side waste present per
property was 0.18 sacks (equates to about 9L of capacity) suggesting that 180L of
recycling capacity per week is manageable with a little extra “washing and
squashing”.
Based on a feedback session held with the waste collection pilot crew, the number
of properties presenting side waste impacted not only on their productivity but also
was exposing them to unnecessary risks where a wheeled bin has been provided.
Of the street level properties assessed, Permayne and Wellbeck Close were
identified statistically as a location where side waste presentation was common. An
engagement programme will ensure with areas identified through monitoring and
information passed on by the crew.
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Figure 9 – Waste Collection Pilot Side Waste – Street Level

5. Missed Collections
The total number of missed collections recorded during the Waste Collection Pilot
is low.
Figure 10 – Waste Collection Pilot Missed Collections per 100k collections
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6. Assisted Collections
Despite the initial concerns with regards the difficulty of wheeled bins over sacks
and the fact that direct communication stipulated how to get assistance with waste
collections, there have been no additional Assisted Collection requests in the Waste
Collection Pilot Area.
In the recent consultation 71% of nearly 4.5k respondents thought wheeled bins
would be easier to use than the current sack and recycling box system.

7. Volumetric and Quality Assessment
A separate WRAP study on the recycling performance in the UK revealed that,
where the effective weekly residual containment capacity is increased, an
associated decrease in dry recycling performance is observed (and vice versa).
In order for the Council to achieve higher recycling rates and meet its Greenest City
ambitions, the Council will most likely need to reduce the capacity (volume and/or
frequency) offered to residents for presenting waste in order to encourage
residents to participate in recycling.
The current system does not encourage waste minimisation in that unlimited refuse
and recycling sacks can be presented by each household. The lack of containment,
unfettered access to recycling sacks and the non-provision of refuse sacks may
contribute to poor quality recycling received at the MRF which ranges between 2530% non-target or prohibited items.
To measure the impact of the Waste Collection Pilot on the quantity and quality of
recycling analysis was undertaken by Viridor of the composition of materials
delivered to the MRF.
Weight data from incoming loads into the Milton Keynes Waste Recovery Park
(“MKWRP”) and the MRF have been used to work out the total volume of refuse
and refuse and recycling collected for the remaining 18 kerbside rounds and the
pilot round.
The volume of recycling (including contamination) collected from the non-pilot
kerbside rounds was 10.1kg per household per week (525kg per household of
refuse per year). The volume of recycling (including contamination) collected from
the pilot round was 9.1 kg per household per week (473kg per household of refuse
per year). This equates to a 10% decrease in the volume of refuse collected on the
pilot indicating that containerisation can reduce the residual volume. An effective
side waste policy could reduce this further, drive up recycling and saving money.
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The volume of refuse collected from the non-pilot kerbside rounds was 2.5kg per
household per week (130kg per household of recycling per year). The volume of
recycling (including contamination) collected from the pilot round was 3.1kg per
household per week (160kg per household of recycling per year). This equates to a
23% increase in the volume of recycling collected on the pilot.
2.7 tonnes of recycling deposited at the MRF from the waste collection pilot has
been sampled to assess the quality of the material. During the same period 10.4
tonnes of non-pilot recycling was sampled to allow a comparison of the quality over
the same period.
Figures 12, 13 and 14 illustrate the composition of the red lidded wheeled bin
(paper and cardboard), blue lidded wheeled bin (plastic, cans and glass) and the
composition of the recycling sacks from the non-pilot inputs.

Figure 12 – Waste Collection Pilot Composition (Red Bin)
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Figure 13 – Waste Collection Pilot Composition (Blue Bin)

Figure 14 – Waste Collection Non-Pilot Composition

The percentage of non-target and prohibited substances (i.e. contamination) in the
incoming loads of non-pilot recycling between November 2020 and January 2021
was 33%.
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The percentage of non-fibres (i.e. contamination) in the red lidded bin or red box
over the same period was 14% and the percentage of non-containers (i.e.
contamination) in the blue lidded bin or blue box was 13%. Taking the recyclable
materials as a whole, the net contamination of the incoming loads across the pilot
was 13.8% (equates to a 58% reduction in contamination)1.

8. Waste Collection Pilot Crew Satisfaction Feedback
A feedback session was held with the crew on 24 February 2021.
• Side waste collection was raised as the biggest issue and was impacting on
crew productivity and defeated the objection of “safer” collection system.
• It was identified that the same properties were culpable of placing side
waste out each week and the crew suggested testing the waste being left
and collected by a sperate crew.
• Boxes were not considered to be the best collection system for Special
Kerbside properties. The crew raised health and safety concerns (difficult to
load into a bin lift vehicle) and productivity issues (taking 20 minutes extra
to do a street on boxes than bins). View from the crew that due to the
footprint of the boxes being similar to the bins and being left on the street a
smaller bin may be better from a resident and service perspective.
• An alternative suggestion from the crew was colour coded recycling sacks
(blue week and red week).
• The 60:40 split body vehicle is fitted with two lifts for the 60% void and a
single lift for the 40% void. This is the maximum number of lifts available put
inherently meant that the loaders needed to wait for the smaller side bin
lifts. Two passes per household with a single void vehicle was tested when
the vehicle suffered a failure and the crew reported that it was not
significantly slower.
• The crew feel that bins are safer and they stated that they have sustained no
injuries and had to report zero incidents attributable to the wheeled bins.
• The crew stated that the boxes are harder to load and heavier.
• The crew reported that black sacks can be heavy and not easy to load into a
wheeled bin vehicle. The wheeled bin vehicles are not designed for regular
loading of waste in sacks or boxes and the prevalence of side waste raises
concerns for staff welfare in addition to the “greenest city” aspirations
discussed above.
• The pilot on the Lakes is working “great” residents are engaged with the
recycling scheme whereas before most waste presented was residual.
• The loose sack waste in communal bin cupboards is a problem and the crew
would like to see the properties move to Eurobins in the future.

1

Fines (sub 45mm) fraction was excluded from the calculation of composition of the pilot as a future recycling
contract would apportion the fines over the input material effectively cancelling out the impact.
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• The crews reported that residents are not really using the battery containers,
and many are using other containers including battery bags, sandwich bags
and ice cream tubs.
• Crew asked whether the council had explored “chips” in bins as a way of
monitoring collections, missed collections and recycling scheme
participation. MKC commented that this is something we had looked into and
could look into further for the wider rollout.
• Crew mentioned that they could sue bin hangers to mark incorrect
presentation e.g. contamination, not presenting on boundary, side waste
issues and other educational material. MKC commented regarding the Keep
Britain Tidy programme but that bin hangers along with other forms of
communication would be trialled.
• The crew commented that the containers (blue) week went better than
expected as that although there was more wight which results in mode
tipping they were able to load more properties due to the density of the
material and its compaction on the vehicle.
MKC thank the Serco crew as ambassadors of the Waste Collection Pilot.
Crew Quote - Safer: “I think it is better to go home and not be in pain after
work!”
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